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A TEXTILE TREASURE IN NORD-ØSTERDALEN
by Torbjørg Gauslaa
[translated by Heather Torgenrud]
[This article was originally published in Årbok for NordØsterdalen 1985, Musea i Nord-Østerdalen, Tynset,
Norge. Used with permission. Translator’s notes are in
brackets.]
In Nord-Østerdalen in recent years we have become
familiar with an unusual textile treasure. Namely a
collection of langputer or banddyner [long cushions] and
a fellåkle or bandåkle [coverlet]. These are sewn together
of patterned bands, woven in various techniques.
The pieces are from Tolga, Os and Røros, either in private
ownership or in the collections of Sætergårds Samlinger
and Norsk Folkemuseum, all together one fellåkle and 13
langputer assembled from 360 meters of patterned bands.
All have been registered and the bands have been
analyzed. [See black-and-white charts for several
examples.] Similar analyses for the whole treasure are
found in the archives of the Museum in Nord-Østerdalen.
In addition we know that there were also one cradle
coverlet, a child’s pillow and six more langputer. There
are also bands registered for many other uses. Banddyner
is a designation that is still in use in Os for these cushions.
The name indicates that the dyne [pillow or bolster] was
sewn together of bands. Langpute is a long cushion that
fits the width in a bed, two-seated sleigh or buggy. Fellåkle
is a coverlet, sewn or meant to be sewn to the leather side
of a sheepskin pelt. This fellåkle is also known by the
name bandåkle [band coverlet].

Sometime in the 1930s, Margit received the langpute
cover “home” from Orkdal in Trøndelag, where her
father’s sister Caspara had had it for many years. On the
anniversary day for the Kvikne home crafts association,
January 29, 1978, Margit Nymoen gave the langpute
cover to Sætergårds Samlinger in Tolga. She wanted it to
be protected for the future and not be “lost”.
This gift to the museum became part of a traveling exhibit
in Nord-Østerdalen. At the meeting at the Tolga home
crafts association Solveig Erlien said that she had seen a
much bigger one! And by the end of a meeting at the
Dalsbygda farm-women’s association, the langpute cover
from Kvikne had found “two relatives” in Dalsbygda–one
fellåkle and one langpute, both owned by a descendant of
the weaver’s family!
The fellåkle is sewn together from 49 meters of 5-cm-wide
pattern-woven bands. At the top, two lengths from one
band with woven-in text are mounted and these show that
the weaver had a sense of humor. Lower down on the
fellåkle four lengths from another text band are mounted
and these tell who did the weaving, when and where
(photo 2). The following text is woven in on the fellåkle:
GJØR MIG EN MAGE OG SKIK M
MIG DEN TIL BAGE DIN SKARV
DETTE STYKKE ER JORT I MIT 55 AAR
DEN FØRSTE NOVEMBER 1849
KIERSTI HALVORSDATTER RØ
I VINGELEN

How did we become acquainted with this treasure?
It was 84-year-old Margit Nymoen who set the whole
thing in motion. In 1978 the Kvikne home crafts
association celebrated its twentieth anniversary and
among other things they had an exhibit of old things. To
this exhibit Margit Nymoen brought the langpute cover
(photo 1) [in referring to the captions bilde means picture].
Margit’s paternal grandmother, Ingrid Estensdatter Schärer
(1836-1927), married in 1860 to her paternal grandfather,
Johan Casper Schärer (from Switzerland) (1827-1894),
came from Os to Bjørgan in Kvikne. Margit believes that
her grandmother brought this langpute with her from Os.
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[MAKE ME A MATCH AND SEND
IT BACK TO ME YOU RASCAL
THIS PIECE IS DONE IN MY 55TH YEAR
THE FIRST OF NOVEMBER 1849
KIERSTI HALVORSDATTER RØ
IN VINGELEN]
The fellåkle had previously been included in exhibits. The
Norsk Folkemuseum photographed it in 1926. During the
exhibit at the second Scandinavian home crafts assembly
in Bergen August 1-2, 1928, the fellåkle from Dalsbygda
was included in the Norwegian section (see the picture at
page 56 in Nordens Husflidsforbund IV; on pages 56-57

there is a bit about bands, but unfortunately not anything
in particular about the fellåkle).
Langpute 2 (photo 3) has the woven-in inscription: PESB
1844. PESB stands for Per Eriksen Berg in Dalsbygda
(1821-1899). He was the nephew of Kiersti Halvorsdatter
Røe. Per was married to Maren Jonsdatter Myrtrøen (18231901). The langpute could have been a wedding gift to
the nephew. The oldest of Maren and Per’s ten children
was born in 1846. The weaver, Kiersti Halvorsdatter Røe,
was born in 1794 or 1795 and was the next to the
youngest of seven children born to Anne and Halvor at
Gammelstugjelten in Vingelen. She died in 1874. We will
come back to her later.
These two big langputer and the fellåkle were “alone” for
a long time, but after awhile they acquired the “company”
of more langputer.
They were exhibited at Tolga during Nord-Østerdalsuka
[Nord-Østerdal’s Week] in 1979, and they and six more
langputer, plus two from the collection of the Norsk
Folkemuseum, were exhibited at Tolga during NordØsterdalsuka in 1982. Later four more langputer came
forward.
Langpute 3 (photo 4) has the letters SPS on two band
lengths from the same warp. It came to light during NordØsterdalsuka in 1979 and was exhibited in Øversjødalen.
Information we got from Marit Dølgaard during the exhibit
in 1979 was fruitful. She remembered having seen such a
langpute at Lensmannssetra. After awhile this led to two
whole and one half langputer coming forward at Tolga
and in Vestfold, langputer 4, 5 and 6 (photos 5, 6 and 7).
During the Tolga exhibit in 1982 two langputer, 7 and 8
(photos 8 and 9) came from private ownership at Os and
both were included in the exhibit.
Langpute 3 (photo 4) has the inscription SPS. SPS stands
for Simon Pedersen Nygaard (1849-1927). He was
married to Mali Haagensdatter Jordet (1855-1932). It was
the fellåkle and the langputer that were responsible for this
langpute coming back into the light of day. At the sight of
these Ann Sønmør remembered the langpute in her
grandparents’ bed at home at Stuen in Øversjødalen. She
remembered the pute from her childhood. It was so heavy
when it was supposed to be taken out and beaten [on
cleaning days].
In 1979 the pute came forth from its “hiding place” in the
attic where it had been “lost” for years. The owners,
Ragnhild and Simon Nygård at Stuen in Øversjødalen,
gave the langpute to Sætergårds Samlinger in 1981 so that
the pute with the grandfather’s initials would be secure in
the future and not “be lost” or be forgotten again.
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Here Sætergårds Samlinger has two valuable textile
treasures, one langpute cover (photo 1) and one langpute
(photo 4).
Langpute 4 (photo 5) is privately owned in Tolga. This
langpute cover has neither letters nor dates, but has two
band lengths (27th, 31st) in a “new” pattern technique
[the technique will be described in the next issue].
Langpute 5 (photo 6) is privately owned in Tolga and has
the letters EIS and the date 1844 on two band lengths from
the same warp.
Langpute 6 (a half cushion, photo 7) is privately owned in
Vestfold and was previously from Tolga. Right by the join
[with the added lengthening piece] on the second band
the pute has the letters MOD and the year 1837 (probably
it is or was an M). It is still unknown what man’s and
woman’s names these letters on langpute 5 and 6 stand
for, and whether the years 1844 and 1837 had a special
meaning for EIS and MOD.
The pute has a backing of plaid wool fabric and it is the
same fabric as two of the dresses belonging to Anne
Knutsdatter Nygaard Trøen (1809-1891), married to Jon
Olsen Os (1809-1872).
Langpute 8 (photo 8) [caption to photo should say
langpute 8], privately owned in Os, has two knitted bands
cut from one length, with the letters AKD in one end. AKD
stands for Anne Knutsdatter Os (1809-1891). On the back
the langpute has the letters KJD in cross-stitch. KJD stands
for the daughter of Anne and Jon, Kari Jonsdatter (18501876). The contents of langpute 8 was a big discovery.
In order to determine the technique in the two bands with
the knitted stitch effect (photo 8) the pute was opened up.
And here came to light again: Fabric bits of various types,
colors and materials of more than 100 kinds, also with
print, frayed remnants of a white and red-checked
kerchief (with 28 warp threads of 1-ply cotton yarn per
cm). Goose-eye twill fabric matching the back piece of
the pute and fabric matching the fabric tassels. (The
goose-eye twill and many of the other fabrics are both
new pieces and completely thin, worn-out pieces.) Ten to
twelve bits of knitting remnants, in stockinette and knitpurl and one piece with pattern stitches in another color.
Small scraps, cut off of felted fabric, made in solid-stitch
crochet in the back loop, with black pattern on blue-red
background, two warp rep band remnants, bits of
garments with seams and everything. Leather scraps with
and without hair and wool and more. With the different
textile pieces the selection from the pillow filling is a large
and valuable collection from one time period, probably
the first half of the 1800s. The worn fabric pieces are
naturally much older than the pillow.

But the pute contained more, a large number of small
paper bits, with so many big pieces that by doing a
“jigsaw puzzle” we know in any event that it is issue 14 of
Morgenbladet [newspaper] from the time period AprilOctober 1837. There are also some paper bits with other
print in the pute. The pute was stuffed after October 1837,
but when; around 1840 or later?
Tradition holds that both of these banddyner, langpute 7
and 8, and the crib coverlet and three banddyner that
were consumed by fire in 1940, were woven on the
outermost Os farm, maybe by Anne Knutsdatter Os (18091891).
The langpute (photo 9) which has more wool bands and a
predominance of parband [pick-up weave with one
background end between each pattern end and pattern
ends picked up in pairs] stands out somewhat from the
others, something that confirms that Anne Knutsdatter Os
or another on the farm was a proficient bandweaver, as
was Kiersti Halvorsdatter Røe with whom we are already
familiar.
Langpute 9 (photo 10) is privately owned in Vingelen.
This langpute came to light again in 1982. Berit Vang
Moen remembered having seen a banddyne at an exhibit
of the young people’s society Nybrott in 1925. The
langpute does not have letters or a date, but nevertheless
has its own distinctive feature. Two band lengths (the
outermost band on both sides) are woven in linen and
yarn from the outer coat of the spelsau sheep on 17
tablets. The band is threaded in groups with right and left
turning tablets and with two threads in each, and is woven
in part with changing turning directions.
Langpute 10 (photo 11) was privately owned in Røros.
This langpute, originally from Narbuvoll, was touched on
by Anne Nyvoll in a “textile talk” in the summer of 1984.
Since 1986 it has been owned by Os Museum.
The pute has letters on three band lengths from three
warps. The 15th band has seven letters: HTSMADN. This
stands for Halsten Toresen (1822-1898), married for the
first time in 1850 to Marit Amundsdatter (1826-1860)
Narbuvoll. On the short piece inserted to lengthen the
28th band and on the 31st band [the short piece and the
31st band came from the same warp] there is one letter on
each, M and H, for Marit and Halsten. Maybe the band
had more letters? One band length, the 24th band, has
letters and a year: AJD 1848 (the A has no cross stroke;
the J could be an I). At this time it is not known what this
stands for. The langpute could have been a wedding
gift—the year 1848 shows in any event that one band was
woven a couple of years before Halsten and Marit were
married. Could AJD be the weaver’s initials?
Langpute 11 (photo 12). In 1919 this langpute from Røros
came to the Norsk Folkemuseum with Bangfil, a buyer
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from Trondheim (NF208-19). The langpute has no letters
or year.
Both langpute 10 and 11 have crosswise bands at the
ends. Langpute 10 has two lengths (photo 11) and
langpute 11 has one length at each end.
Langpute 12 (photo 14) [caption to photo should say
langpute 12] and pute 13 (a half langpute, photo 13)
[caption to photo should say langpute 13] are privately
owned in Os. They came to light in September 1985 and
have not yet been analyzed.
Langpute 12 (photo 14) [caption to photo should say
langpute 12] was probably woven by Kiersti Halvorsdatter
Røe. The pute has four band lengths from two warps of
the same type as the middle band in langpute 2 from
1844. On the leather back of the langpute the letters OAS
and ROD (or KOD) and the year 1844 are written in red
paint. The langpute could have been a gift or wedding gift
to OAS and ROD in 1844. At this time it is not known
what man’s and woman’s names the letters stand for.
The child’s pute 13 (photo 13) [caption to photo should
say langpute 13] is a linen and wool pute with eighteen
bands on the front and six bands as part of the back.
But there have been and are certainly more langputer.
From the communities of Tolga and Os we know that
there has been one cradle coverlet, a child’s pute and
probably six langputer (banddyner). In the fire at Os, May
2, 1940, six farms burned and the storerooms on three
farms were left standing. Marie Kroken remembers that in
the new cottage, in the pull-out bed in the guest room,
there was a banddyne (langpute). In the clothes loft there
were two more worn and used. These were taken out and
used on carriage driving trips and sleigh rides, laid in the
seat and behind the back. She remembers also that in a
cradle lay a little coverlet of bands.
In Dalsbygda there has also been another langpute, used
in the bed in the guest room until the 1960s. From the first
half of this century there are memories about a child’s
pute in Tufsingdalen. Probably there was also a langpute
cover. From Øversjødalen there are memories that a
langpute was used on the way to the church at a
christening in 1920.
Such band textiles are also known from other places.
In the collection of the Norsk Folkemuseum there is a
pute cover, NF248-98 (photo 15) from Rud, Flesberg in
Numedal.
The pute cover is 54 cm long and 59 cm wide, about half
as big as the three largest langputer in Nord-Østerdalen. If
this half-cover was a langpute, it was likely divided
sometime before 1898. See discussion on page 31 [not

included in this translation] and in By og Bygd XXX pages
60-62. Otherwise we know that at Nordmøre there has
been a langpute cover used, among other things, as a
coverlet a few years ago.
In Trysil there is a little coverlet (with nineteen bands in
the width, from the same warp and with the same pattern).
The bands are lengthwise in the coverlet. All are woven
with the same “star pattern” (with seventeen pattern
threads in red wool yarn and background in white cotton
yarn). The coverlet is edged with a narrower red and
white band with pattern in red in a diagonal checkerboard
pattern. (Both of the bands/warps in the coverlet are pickup bands with two background ends between each
pattern end.) The coverlet was made by Olea
Gjermundsdatter Lyseggen (1825-1903). When Olea
herded the cows in the forest she usually had her holeand-slot heddle for bandweaving with her (information
from Ingeborg Kveen).
If we go over the border to the east [into Sweden], in
Jämtland County Museum there are two so-called
“musicians’ coverlets”; one (112 cm x 270 cm) is
displayed. The other (110 cm x 168 cm) with the year
1771 was deposited in the Museum in 1984. The latter is
known from the picture in the book Band (by Astrid
Axelson and Liv Trotzig, 1958).
Both are from Härjedalen (some miles south of
Østersund). They are mentioned by Erik J. Bergstrøm on
pages 8 and 9 in one of the Spelmannen periodicals in
1983.
Bergstrøm also points to an article in Hälsinglåten January
1975, where “Hugo Ljungstrøm before described an
unusual phenomenon with a link to musicians, namely a
fiddler’s coverlet.” In the book Band there is also
mentioned a fiddler’s coverlet [belonging to] “Blind
Palmen from Svärdsjø,” who played at 123 weddings. His
bands were enough for a bed-sized coverlet. The fiddler’s
coverlet was supposed to have been sewn together of
bride’s stocking bands.
There is also a tradition in our district for a bride giving
gifts to the fiddler and other helpers at the wedding
(according to information from many). The bride and her
female friends and relatives made bands and rosepatterned mittens so that the bride would have them to
give away at the wedding, according to Berit Vang Moen
in Vingelen. “Mother got married in 1898, and on the
second day of the wedding she had an apron full of rosepatterned mittens and bands to pass out.” In the Vingels
area history book Eystein Eggen writes, “In plenty of time
before the wedding the bride went around and arranged
for bands and mittens. It was the relatives on the distaff
side who prepared these gifts, and during the wedding the
musician, hired help and various others got bands and
mittens from the bride.”
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Whether there are such gifts in some of “our” langputer
we do not know. But judging by the bands, many of them
were likely originally made as stocking bands. Both
stocking bands and men’s suspenders were made in one
piece with tassels or fringe at both ends. Later, when they
were to be placed in use, the band was cut in the middle
[into two lengths, each with a tassel at one end]. Many of
the bands in the langputer are also divided in the middle.
Most often there are only two bands from the same warp,
with tassels or fringe on two of the four ends. Of those that
could have been suspenders there is one additional length
that could have been made into one or more joining
pieces or patches.
One langpute is between half and a third the size of a
coverlet, the width of which is about the same as the
longest langpute.
[In the next issue the article will continue, with traditional
uses for bands and information about weavers, materials,
colors, patterns, weaving, assembly, weave structures, and
tools.]
BE SURE TO SAVE THIS ISSUE . THE PHOTOS INCLUDED IN THIS
ISSUE WILL BE REFERRED TO IN THE MAY ISSUE OF THE
NORWEGIAN TEXTILE LETTER.

FROM THE TRANSLATOR
by Heather Torgenrud
email: fjord@blackfoot.net
The article I’ve translated for you is a rare treat, the kind of
in-depth documentation we don’t often find for old
textiles. It describes a collection of cushion covers and a
coverlet woven in the 1800s in rural Nord-Østerdalen in
eastern Norway. The pieces are unusual in that they were
made by sewing narrow bands together. With the
exception of a few tablet-woven, knitted and warp rep
bands, all were woven in pick-up. Some bands were sewn
into cushion covers onlyafter they had served their
original purpose as suspenders or stocking bands. Others
were intended to be part of a special textile from the
beginning. Many have woven-in initials and dates, giving
important clues to their history.
My interest in bandweaving goes back to 1972, when my
husband-to-be gave me the gift of an inkle loom. We
would later learn that this was a fitting choice for a young
man with Norwegian roots, since small textile tools were
often given as courting gifts in the old Norwegian farm
society. I loved the inkle loom because it was portable
and easy to warp, and I eagerly taught myself pick-up
techniques from Mary Atwater’s Byways in Handweaving.
Two years later a band I wove in weft brocade on a warpfaced ground was accepted in a juried show at the

Museum of Man in San Diego, an exciting event for a 19year-old girl from Montana.
Bandweaving has been part of my life ever since. It faded
into the background when I went to work full-time, first as
a bookkeeper for an accounting firm and my husband’s
construction company, then as a paralegal in my
husband’s law office for 24 years. But it took center stage
again many times, when I taught classes at locals shops,
guilds and conferences, and when I published patterns
and an article about pick-up weaving in the January 1996
issue of Handwove Magazine.
When my husband and I began to study the Norwegian
language in 1998 I discovered that Norway had not only a
rich history of bandweaving, but a living tradition as well:
Pick-up-woven bands are used in modern-day bunader
from many areas including Telemark, Setesdal, VestAgder, Aust-Agder and Buskerud. I began studying the
bands in the Vesterheim collection, and textile curator
Laurann Gilbertson pointed me to this fascinating article
from Nord-Østerdalen and several others in the
Vesterheim library.
During the 2007 Textile Tour to Norway and Sweden we
saw several of the pieces featured in this article at an
exhibit in Nord-Østerdalen. At the Jämtli Museum in
Sweden we saw the musician’s coverlet that is also
described. Some of us were lucky enough to study with
bandweaving expert Anne Grete Stuksrud in Lillehammer.
She is mentioned in the second half of the article, which
will appear in the next issue.

NEWS FROM VESTERHEIM
A COMMON THREAD: TEXTILE TRADITIONS OF
NORWAY AND SWEDEN
There are a few spaces still available on Vesterheim’s
Textile Study Tour to eastern Norway and southern
Sweden. Come explore the similarities and differences in
the textile heritage of these neighboring countries. We’ll
look at traditional and contemporary weaving, knitting,
embroidery, and folk costume. Trip highlights include
hands-on mini-classes (folk costume embroidery, knitting,
nuno felting), museum tours with curators, and visits to
artists in their studios. The tour will include many of the
favorite stops of the 2007 tour (see Norwegian Textile
Letter - August and November 2007) with some new
plans, like a visit to Tuva Tøv, a small felt-making factory,
and lunch at Dovregubbens Hall where there are
contemporary tapestries depicting scenes from the Kristin
Lavransdatter stories.
For more information or to register, contact Laurann
Gilbertson (lgilbertson@vesterheim, 563-382-9681) or go
to the Travel with Vesterheim page at vesterheim.org.

Sadly, I lost my husband to cancer in 2008, but I
continue to drive our beautiful Norwegian Fjord horses
and raise the hay to feed them on our small farm in the
mountains of western Montana. I am currently writing a
book about Norwegian bandweaving.

“Kristin Lavransdatter at Dovrefjell” tapestry designed by Trygve
Håkenstad and woven by Rakel Onsum Berg in 1990. The tapestry
depicts Kristin resting at Dovre Mountain on one of her pilgrimages to
Trondheim. Collection of Dovregubbens Hall, Dombås, Norway.

Heather Torgenrud, driving her then 23-year-old Norwegian Fjord
gelding Vidar, hitched to a marathon wagon, in a combined driving
event in Spokane, Washington, July 2006.

On the right: Photos of textiles on the itinerary of the 2009 Textile
Study Tour to Norway and Sweden.
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Handwoven bedding at
Selbu Bygdemuseum,
Selbu, Norway.

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM

ÅRBOK FOR NORD-ØSTERDALEN 1985
MUSEA I NORD-ØSTERDALEN, TYNSET, NORGE
USED WITH PERMISSION
These are pattern drafts for the 1st, 4th, 34th and 37th
bands in the fellåkle and the 28th and 30th bands in
langpute 6.

•Those from langpute 6 are marked “band med 2
mellomtråder” in the caption. One vertical row of squares
represents one pattern end.

•Those from the fellåkle are marked “parband” in the
caption. One vertical row of squares represents one pair
of pattern ends.

We’ll have warp and weft specifications for these bands
in the next issue.
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During the Vesterheim’s 2007 Textile Study Tour we
visited the Museum in Nord-Østerdalen and saw some of
the band textiles that are the subject of this issue’s article.

FROM SYVILLA TWEED BOLSON
512 Locust Road
Decorah, IA 52101 USA
Raumagarn and Røros Tweed Spelsau (Norwegian)
for weaving, knitting, felting, embroidery, spinning.
Billedvevgarn, Prydvevgarn, Åklegarn, Ryagarn,
Ullspissgarn, Brødergarn, 100 grams
50 Gram Nøster/ball in Finullgarn 2 tr.
Strikkegarn 3 tr., Gammel Series 2 tr.
Vamsgarn 2 tr., Lamullgarn 2 tr.
Ragg 2 tr. sock yarn (20% nylon
Four ply Strikkegarn, special order.
Harrisville Designs
Merino wools for knitters, weavers, felters.
Cones: Shetland, Highland, Designer
New: Bulky Heathered wool skeins for
f
elting and knitting.
Hand dyed wool rovings.

Helga Reidun Nesset of Nordøsterdalsmuseet demonstrates pick-up
weaving on a bandgrind [hole-and-slot heddle].
Photo by Heather Torgenrud.

New: Variegated Grays and Black
Lincoln wool scoured or unscoured.
Sold by pound or ounce, popular with
Rug hookers for beards.
Samples on request SASE
Linen and cotton warps, all sizes
Discontinuing Cottolin, Bomullin
Equipment-Schacht products/weaving
Swedish temples, damask shuttles
Handcrafted pickups, stick shuttles
Spaltegrind, clamps for band work
Band floor looms, special order.
563/382/3711 smtweed@mchsi.com
Mail order/open by appt.

Corrections:
Norwegian Textile Letter
Vol. XV, No. 1 (November 2008), page 2.
The caption for the photo on the upper right should be
“Table runner that belonged to Mrs. Aalhus of
Starkweather, ND. Wool on cotton, 60” x 17”.
Vesterheim – 1986.093.030.”
The caption for the photo on the lower right should be
“Wall hanging given as a wedding gift to American
newlyweds while visiting relatives in Narvik, Norway, in
1909. Wool and cotton, 47” x 30.5”. Vesterheim –
2002.049.004.”
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Helga Reidun Nesset shows us a doll dressed in traditional swaddling
clothes and wrapped with a pick-up-woven swaddling band.
Photo by Heather Torgenrud.
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